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Abstract -The size of the databases used in today’s
enterpriseshas been growi ng at exponenti al rates
day by day.Si multaneously, the need to process
and anal yze the largevolumes of data for business
decision making has also increased.In several
business and scientific applications, there is a need
toprocess terabytes of data in efficient manner on
daily bases. Thishas contri buted to the big data
problem faced by the industrydue to the inability
of conventional database systems andsoftware
tools to manage or process the big data sets
wi thintolerable ti me limi ts. Processing of data can
include variousoperati ons dependi ng on usage like
culling, tagging,highlighting, indexing, searching,
faceti ng, etc operations. It isnot possible for single
or few machines to store or process thishuge
amount of data in a finite ti me period. The big
data problem and its opti malsolution using
Hadoop cluster, Hadoop Distributed File
System(HDFS) for storage and using parallel
processing to processlarge data sets using Map
Reduce programming framework is used.
Index Terms-- Big Data Problem, Hadoop cluster,
Hadoop Distributed File System, Parallel
Processing, Map Reduce

I. INTRODUCTION
In this electronic age, increasing number of
organizations arefacing the problem o f exp losion of
data and the size of thedatabases used in today’s
enterprises has been growing atexponential rates.
Data is generated through many sources like business
processes, transactions, social networking sites,web
servers, etc. and remains in structured as well
asunstructured
form [1].
Today's
business
applications arehaving enterprise features like large
scale, data-intensive,web-oriented and accessed from
diverse devices includingmobile devices. Processing

or analyzing the huge amount ofdata or ext racting
mean ingful informat ion is a challengingtask.

II. BIG DATA
The term ―Big data‖ is used for large data
sets whose size isbeyond the ability of commonly
used software tools tocapture, manage, and process
the data within a tolerableelapsed time. Big data sizes
are a constantly moving targetcurrently ranging fro m
a few dozen terabytes to manypetabytes of data in a
single data set [2]. Difficult ies includecapture,
storage,
search,
sharing,
analytics
and
visualizing.Typical examp les of big data found in
current scenarioincludes web logs, RFID generated
data, sensor networks,satellite and geo-spatial data,
social data fro m socialnetworks, Internet text and
documents, Internet searchindexing, call detail
records, astronomy, atmospheric science,genomics,
biogeochemical, bio logical, and other complexand/or
interdisciplinary
scientific
research,
militarysurveillance, medical records, photography
archives, videoarchives, and large-scale eCommerce.
Big Data impactsinclude Walmart handles more than
1 million customertransactions every hour, which is
imported into databasesestimated to contain more
than 2.5 petabytes of data – theequivalent of 167
times the information contained in all thebooks in the
US Library of Congress, Facebook handles 40billion
photos from its user base and so on.

A.What is Big Data Problem?
Big Data has emerged because we are living
in a societywhich makes increasing use of data
intensive technologies.One feature of big data is the
difficulty working with it using relational databases
and
desktopstatistics/visualization
packages,
requiring instead "massivelyparallel software running
on tens, hundreds, or eventhousands of servers"[3].
The various challenges faced inlarge data
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management include – scalability, unstructureddata,
accessibility, real time analytics, fault tolerance
andmany mo re. In addit ion to variations in the
amount of datastored in different sectors, the types of
data generated andstored—i.e., whether the data
encodes video, images, audio,or text/numeric
informat ion—also differ markedly fro mindustry to
industry[3].

havelarge data sets. Hadoop provides a distributed
filesystem(HDFS) that can store data across
thousands of servers, and ameans of running work
(Map/Reduce jobs) across thosemachines, running
the work near the data. HDFS hasmaster/slave
architecture. Large data is automatically splitinto
chunks which are managed by different nodes in
thehadoop cluster.

B. Big data techniques and technologies
Big data requires exceptional technologies
to efficientlyprocess large quantities of data within
tolerable elapsedtimes. Technologies being applied to
big data includemassively parallel processing (MPP)
databases, data mininggrids, distributed file systems,
distributed databases, cloudcomputing platforms, the
Internet, and scalable storagesystems. Real or nearreal t ime information delivery is one ofthe defining
characteristics of Big Data Analytics. Latency
istherefore avoided whenever and wherever possible.
A widevariety of techniques and technologies has
been developedand adapted to aggregate, manipulate,
analyze, and visualizebig data [2]. These techniques
and technologies draw fro mseveral fields including
statistics, computer science, appliedmathematics, and
economics. This means that an organizationthat
intends to derive value from big data has to adopt
aflexib le, mu ltid isciplinary approach.

C. Hadoop [5]
The Apache Hadoop project develops opensource softwarefor reliable, scalab le, distributed
computing. The ApacheHadoop software library is a
framework that allows for thedistributed processing
of large data sets across clusters ofcomputers using a
simp le programming model. It enablesapplications to
work with thousands of computationalindependent
computers and petabytes of data. Hadoop wasderived
fro m Google's MapReduce and Google File
System(GFS).

D. HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System)
The Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) is a distributedfile system providing fault
tolerance and designed to run oncommodity
hardware. HDFS provides high throughput accessto
application data and is suitable for applications that

Figure 1: Data is distributed across nodes at load time

E. MapReduce Programming Framework [6]
MapReduce is a software framework
introduced by Google in2004 to support distributed
computing on large data sets onclusters of computers
.MapReduce is a programming modelfor processing
and generating large data sets. Users specify amap
function that processes a key/value pair to generate a
setof intermed iate key/value pairs and a reduce
function thatmerges all intermed iate values
associated with the sameintermed iate key [7]."Map"
step: The master node takes the input, partitions it
upinto smaller sub-problems, and distributes them to
workernodes. A worker node may do this again in
turn, leading to amulti-level tree structure. The
worker node processes thesmaller problem, and
passes the answer back to its masternode. Map takes
one pair of data with a type in one datadomain, and
returns a list of pairs in a different domain:Map (k1,
v1) → list (K2, v2)Reduce" step: The master node
then collects the answers toall the sub-problems and
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combines them in so me way to formthe output – the
answer to the problem it was originally tryingto
solve.The Reduce function is then applied in parallel
to each group,which in turn produces a collection of
values in the samedomain:

and theseblocks are stored in a set of DataNode.
NameNodedetermines the mapping of blocks to
Datanodes.HDFS is designed to reliably store very
large files acrossmachines in a large cluster. It stores
each file as a sequence ofblocks.

Reduce (K2, list (v2)) → list (v3)
B. Hadoop Cluster High Level Architecture
Hadoop cluster comprises of a single master
and mult ipleslaves or ―worker nodes‖. The
JobTracker is the servicewithin Hadoop that farms
out MapReduce tasks to specificnodes in the cluster,
ideally the nodes that have the data, or atleast are in
the same rack. A TaskTracker is a node in the cluster
that accepts tasks - Map, Reduce and Shuffle
operations - from a JobTracker. The master node
consists of a JobTracker, TaskTracker, NameNode,
and DataNode. A slave or worker node acts as both a
DataNode and TaskTracker.

Figure 2: Distributed Map and Reduce processes

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture comprises of
hadoop architecture,hadoop mult i-node cluster setup,
setup of HDFS andimp lementation of Map Reduce
programming work to solvethe data intensive
problem.

A. HDFS Architecture [6]

Figure 3: HDFS Arch itecture

As show in Figure 3, an HDFS cluster
consists of a singleNameNode, a master server that
manages the file systemnamespace and regulates
access to files by clients. Inaddition, there are a
number of DataNodes, usually one pernode in the
cluster, which manages storage attached to thenodes
that they run on. HDFS exposes a file
systemnamespace and allows user data to be stored in
files.Internally, a file is split into one or more b locks

In a larger cluster, theHDFS is managed through a
dedicated NameNode server tohost the file system
index, and a secondary NameNode thatcan generate
snapshots of the name node's memorystructures, thus
preventing file system corruption andreducing loss of
data.
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[7] Hung-Chih Yang, Ali Dasdan, Ruey-Lung Hsiao, and D. Stott
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ACM SIGMOD, pp. 1029–1040, 2007.
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States : O'Reilly Media, Inc., 2010.

Figure 4: Hadoop high-level arch itecture

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
In this work, we have explored the solution
to big data problem using Hadoop datacluster, HDFS
and Map Reduce programming framework using big
data prototype application scenarios. The results
obtained from various experiments indicate favorable
results of above approach to address bigdata problem.
Future work will focus on performance evaluation
and modeling of hadoop data-intensive applications
on cloud platforms like A mazon Elastic Co mpute
Cloud (EC2).
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